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______________________________________________________________________________
Abstract—This work utilises data from an Irish mobile phone network to provide a
preliminary, but novel, analysis of the interurban communication network between
twenty five of the largest cities and towns in Ireland. An intuitive technique is applied to a
mobile phone operator’s call detail records to identify the actual subscriber population of
different urban areas with various penetration rates. Weighted communication links are
generated between the urban centres based on spatial and temporal metrics of distance,
and are examined for different times of the day and for different days of the week. These
communication links are compared to the output of a standard gravity model in order to
ascertain the latter’s ability to accurately represent Ireland’s interurban communication
network. The results obtained are presented and discussed within.
Keywords – Call Detail Records, Network Analysis, Population Density Estimation, Gravity
Model
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I
INTRODUCTION
The pervasive nature of modern cellular
network infrastructure has facilitated many
interesting areas of research due to its seemingly
omnipresent nature. Cellular networks produce a vast
amount of records on a country wide scale. These
records make it possible to observe behaviours and
trends which have been previously impossible to
view in their entirety.
A phone network’s billing data gives
information on the cell tower to which a phone is
connected when a communication event takes place. 1
The geographic coordinates of each cell tower and its
coverage area are known. This enables the creation
of a list of cell towers that cover specific geographic
regions of interest i.e. cities and towns. Thus, by
examining all the billing records corresponding to a
target city/town, it is possible to build a complete
picture of the target’s cellular communication.
In the case of calls and SMS, information on
the cell tower to which the recipient is connected is
also stored. Thus, knowledge of the source and
1
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destination locations, coupled with information on
which towers cover which cities/towns, enables an
understanding of the communication flow between
cities/towns. With this information the cellular
network can be analysed allowing for better
informed phone network planning decisions.
This paper carries out a preliminary
examination of the Irish situation, by focusing on the
relationship between city/town size, interurban
communication volume and distance. Different
weighted communication links between the various
cities/towns are obtained, based on two metrics for
distance, namely spatial travel distance and travel
time taken. In addition, these links are examined for
working days and weekend days, as well as for
working hours and non-working hours within a day.
Finally, the standard gravity model is analysed in the
context of modelling the communication links
between the urban centres. Results suggest that it
does not provide a suitable representation of the Irish
scenario.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows.
Section II highlights some relevant prior work in the
area of communication network analysis. Section III
outlines the techniques used to estimate the number

of subscribers in a specific town/city along with the
interurban communication flows. It also includes
background information on the data analysed in this
paper. Section IV analyses these flows and, finally,
section V summarises the findings of this work.
II
RELATED MATERIAL
This work focuses on the estimation and
analysis of the interurban communication network
from a phone network’s Call Detail/Data Records
(CDR). Previous work has used similar CDR data to
estimate population densities, predict communication
intensities and to estimate traffic parameters [1 - 3].
It has been previously demonstrated that
various systems can be represented as a network of
nodes, connected by weighted or unweighted links
[4]. It is a common technique to represent social
networks as a network where each node represents a
person and links between the nodes indicated social
interactions. Onnela et al. [5] utilise a dataset similar
to the CDR to highlight the importance of weak ties
to the propagation of information through a
communication network. Several other authors have
made use of large recently available phone and email
datasets to study human connections and behaviours
[6 - 9]. Geographical information allows for a more
detailed and interesting exploration of group and
individual interactions. For example, Lambiotte et al
use a mobile phone dataset to show that the
probability of a call between two people decreases
by the square of their distance [10].
Interurban connections, such as passenger
flows and phone messages and their dependence on
separation distance, have been studied for a
considerable amount of time [11, 12]. In various
economic and social networks, interactions between
actors such as regions and countries has led to
models similar to Newton’s Gravity law, where the
size of the actor plays the role of mass [13]. These
gravity models take the following form:
(1)
Here, Wij is the weight of the link between nodes i
and j, dij is the distance between the nodes, Mi and Mj
are the masses of the respective nodes, K is simply a
constant term and n represents the order employed.
Note, for traditional gravity models, n = 2.
Studies have also been carried out on road
and airline networks between cities [14, 15]. In the
case of road networks it appears that the gravity
model holds for the strength of interactions.
Krings et al. [2] analyse a CDR dataset but,
unlike Onnela et al. [5], they associate users with
locations and aggregate links between users to links
between locations. Furthermore, they explore how
the strength of the links between locations varies
relative to separation distance and population. They
find that the strength of the link between locations is

proportional to the populations at the locations and
inversely proportional to the distance between the
locations. Hence, they conclude that the inter-city
communication intensity is characterised by a gravity
model.
One limitation of this work, however, is that it
relies on the billing address zip code provided by the
subscribers to the network operator. All users in a
specific zip code are aggregated and zip codes are
aggregated to form cities. However, this introduces a
potential source of error as users often provide
unreliable information to service providers.
Customers with a bill phone are obliged to submit
correct home address details but there is no such
guarantee with pre-pay users. This is particularly
challenging due to the growth in popularity of prepay plans. Bill-pay customers currently account for
just approximately 10% of the users in our dataset.
Finally, Kelly et al. [16] carry out their work
on the Irish communications network. However, they
only consider this network at a coarse level.
In this paper, we employ an intuitive
algorithm to estimate target cities’ populations and,
subsequently, provide a more detailed investigation
of the Irish communications network.
III

ESTIMATION OF NETWORK PENETRATION
AND COMMUNICATION LINKS
This work analysis CDR data from one of the
Republic of Ireland’s cellular phone networks,
Meteor. The network serves over 1 million
customers accounting for just less than one in four of
the state’s 4.6 million residents. Thus, this dataset is
not a complete representation of the population.
Unlike previous work [16], we do not assume that
the Meteor phone network penetration is constant
across all regions. Instead we calculate the actual
population of users resident in each city at the times
of interest and scale the data accordingly.
The CDR dataset utilized in this work was
obtained over one week in February 2011. The data
contains anonymous user ID information with exact
time and cell location information for every event
which occurs on the network. The events for which
information is stored are all incoming and outgoing
SMS, calls, Multimedia Messaging Services (MMSs)
and data connections. Data used in previous work
only utilised records of outgoing calls [1]. Thus, this
work has a higher visibility of users as more events
are detectable. This information is used to estimate
the resident population in each town and the link
strength between them, as described in the following
sections.
As can be seen from equation (1), it is
important that an accurate estimate of the population
of the two nodes (cities) be made. We cannot assume
that the network for which we have data has equal
penetration across all cities studied. Thus, we must
find an alternative to using census data. Here, we
employ the use of an intuitive algorithm, as

summarised by Algorithm 1 below. A similar
algorithm could be used to estimate other places of
interest, for example work locations, by replacing
“home times” with “work times”.
Algorithm 1: The home location estimation algorithm.
1: homeEvents = extract all events which occur at “home
times” and group them by user id.
2: Load list of cell towers in each target city. If a user has
no events associated with a cell tower in a target city then
discard the user and events. The remaining users are those
of interest.
3: For each user of interest count how many events occur
within each cell tower.
4: Iterate through all users of interest and determine the
most frequent cell for each user of interest for each day.
Designate this cell as the user’s home cell.
5: Count the number of users who have a home cell in each
one of the respective city lists.

Step 1 extracts all events from the MySQL
database (where all the CDR data is stored) that
occur during the home hours via a MySQL query.
The home hours used here refer to the time between
8pm and 7am on the nights Monday through to
Thursday, inclusive. These times were chosen as it is
more likely that people will be at home during these
periods than on weekends. All the events occurring
during home time were then grouped by user id.
In step 2, a list of cell towers of interest are
loaded based on the cities that are under inspection.
Each city has a separate list of cell towers that
service the population of said city. All users who
have not made or received a call/text or used a data
connection in a cell of interest are discarded with a
MySQL query. Thus step 1 significantly reduces the
amount of data to be processed. Step 2 further
reduces the computational overhead of later steps by
reducing the user set from all users to only those of
interest. This is an improvement on similar
algorithms proposed in [1, 16] provided that only
specific cities, towns or regions in the country are of
interest.
In step 3 a MySQL query generates a dataset
summarising how many events a user of interest
makes or receives for each cell tower for each day.
Step 4 iterates through all users of interest and
determines the most frequent cell per user of interest
for each day. This cell is then designated as the
user’s home cell. This is predicated on the
assumption that during the specified home hours a
user initiates most of their events in their home cell.
If this cell is not in the list of cell towers of interest,
generated in step 2, then the user is discarded. Thus
step 4 further reduces the number of users to be
considered. At this point only users who have a
home cell location in one of the city lists generated

in step 2 remain. Finally in step 5 the number of
users with a home cell tower listed in each of the
respective city cell tower lists is calculated and
stored.
The algorithm was implemented as a mix of
MySQL queries and C code to minimise execution
time. In a similar manner to Kelly et al’s algorithm
[16], our algorithm could be used to estimate work
time locations for specific cities/regions. This could
be achieved by altering step 1 to extract events
during work hours as opposed to home hours.
Algorithm 1 does not provide a quantifiable,
prefect set of results. Instead, it offers a probable, but
arguably accurate, estimation of the user population
of, in this case, each of the twenty five target cities in
our study. Thus, we have information on Mi and Mj
as given in equation (1). To verify this equation,
values for the link weight W are also required. To
generate the interurban communications network link
weight, the total communications originating and
terminating in a city are aggregated together. We can
then define the weight of the link, W, between two
cities α and β as:
∑

(2)

where wij is a link between individual users in
the respective cities. The weight of the links between
the twenty five cities/towns is calculated for each of
the seven days, including workdays and weekend
days. The weight of the links between the
cities/towns is also calculated for two times of
interest during each day, namely work times (9am4pm Monday-Thursday and 9am-3pm Friday) and
home times (8pm-7am Monday-Thursday). The
weight of the links is also calculated for daytime
weekend (7am Saturday & Sunday to 8pm Saturday
and Sunday) and night time weekend (8pm Saturday
and Sunday to 7am Saturday and Sunday).
All of the above calculations are performed
for three different metrics of link weight – number of
calls between cities, total call time in seconds
between cities and number of SMS between cities.
IV

COMMUNICATION NETWORK EXPLORATION
As previously mentioned, Kelly et al. [16]
performed a high level investigation of the gravity
model on Ireland’s communication network. They
found that the gravity model approximates the actual
data under their specific aggregations. They
aggregated results over the period of a week and
were dealing with the country as a whole. However,
aggregation of time and population masks different
degrees of compliance and non-compliance,
depending on several factors. Equation (1) can be
rearranged as follows:
(3)

Using equation (3), results obtained can be tested for
degrees of compliance with the gravity-style model,
using linear regression.
Two different measures of distance were
used when testing the gravity model. The first was
the spatial metric, given by the travel distance
between the centres of the two cities, and the second
was the temporal metric, given by the travel time by
road between the two cities. This latter metric offers
an alternative and indirect measure of distance.
Consider, for example, three towns X, Y and Z.
Towns X and Y could be equidistant from town Z
but it could take twice as long to travel to X from Z
in comparison to travelling to Y, for various reasons
including, road type, road quality, traffic volume,
etc. This concept is readily captured by the temporal
metric.
Results were obtained for all 25 towns/cities
in this study. However, due to lack of space, only 2
set of the results will be shown. Furthermore, note
that in all figures the correlation value R2 represents
the quality of fit to the given data points, where a
value of 1 implies a perfect fit and a value of 0
implies no correlation between model and data.
Figure 1 compares one week of data plotted
for distance as measured by both the spatial distance
and by the travel time, for the cities of Cork and
Dublin. The results illustrate that the gravity model
performs better when distances are obtained using
the spatial metric. This result is repeated for all the
cities examined in the study with the agreement
between the gravity-style model (represented here by
a linear fit) and the results being on average 15% less
when the temporal metric for distance is used.
The agreement between the results and the
gravity-style model varies both with the day of the
week and the time of the day. Figure 2 shows how
the results change between the working week and the
weekend for the cities of Cork and Dublin
respectively. Overall, the gravity model performs
worse for cities during the weekend with, on
average, 10% less agreement between observation
and the model, when compared with the working
week. One possible explanation for this is the large
amount of Irish people who work/study in the cities
during the week and move back to the small
towns/rural areas where they grew up on the
weekends. There is also a small change in the
agreement with the model based on the time of day.
During the daytime/evening there is a slightly larger
agreement between the gravity model and the results
than at night. The effect is smaller than the
weekday/weekend shift and is probably a result of
non-residents being present in the city during
daytime hours on weekdays and returning home
outside the city at night.
The gravity model was also tested for three
different types of communications links, namely total
number of call connections made, total connection

Cork: Spatial metric of distance – Full Week

Cork: Temporal metric of distance – Full Week

Dublin: Spatial metric of distance – Full Week

Dublin: Temporal metric of distance – Full Week

Figure 1: One full week of data plotted with two different
measures of distance, for the cities of Cork and Dublin.

time of all calls and total number of SMS sent and
received, the latter being used in all the figures
shown. The greatest agreement with the gravity
model was found when the total number of SMS was
used. This result is repeated for all the cities
examined in the study with the agreement between
the gravity model and the results being on average
17% less when total number of connections or total
call time is used. The reason for this difference is not

Figure 3: Small town to small town communication over
one week, for Mullingar and Portlaoise.

Figure 2: Change in communication patterns between
working days and weekdays, for Cork and Dublin.

immediately obvious. Arguably, it could represent an
underlying difference in communication behaviour
between calls and SMS. However, it could also be a
result of users sending on average over 4 times more
text messages than making calls. Consider Figure 3
which shows the small town to small town
communication. Here, it is clear that the weaker
communication links (due to a smaller Wij) leads to a
poorer model. This small town to small town effect
is even more pronounced when SMS is not
considered, as the links are significantly weaker due
to a large reduction in communication events.

Figures 1 and 2 strongly support a value of 1
for order n in equation (3). In other words, the results
favour a linear model (as shown in the plots) over the
use of the traditional gravity model of order n = 2.
There are several possible reasons for this. Firstly,
the Republic of Ireland’s urban areas are separated
by relatively small distances. This allows people to
work/study in one part of the country while
maintaining strong links with their relatively close
places of birth. This large degree of mobility
between urban areas would not be possible in a
larger country.
Secondly, the relevance of the gravity
model greatly depends on having at least one large
population centre at either end of the communication
link. There are two main interurban communication
scenarios considered. The first is when a large
population is present on either side of the link (large
population communicating with small, small to large
and large to large). This always provides the best fit
with the gravity model (see Figure 1) even when
taking into account variations due to the time of the
week (see Figure 2) or time of the day. The second
population scenario is where there is no large
population centre on either side of the link (smaller
town to smaller town). This primarily affects the
smaller towns with populations of less than 50,000
inhabitants (see Figure 3). This scenario is prevalent
in Ireland due to many of Ireland’s urban areas being
relatively small by international standards. The
Republic of Ireland only has five cities with a
population greater than 50,000 inhabitants. Thus for
the remainder of the Republic’s urban areas the
gravity model is a poor choice for modelling
interurban communication.
This is a key difference between our study
and that of Kelly et al. [16], which shows an

approximate national agreement with the gravity
model. In their conclusion, the authors state that
their “work has focused on county-level interaction”.
Of the twenty six counties of the Republic of Ireland
covered in their study only two have a population of
less than 50,000, with most having significantly
more [17]. Thus, the gravity model is only relevant
when dealing with sufficiently large populations,
either concentrated in a large urban area or more
widely spread out over a larger region.
V
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The purpose of this paper was to provide a
preliminary analysis of the Irish interurban
communication network. The gravity model was
selected and tested as one possible model for the
Republic’s
interurban
communication.
The
performance of the model was found to vary largely
based on the type of link chosen/the time of the week
and to a lesser extent the time of day. The results
obtained support a linear relationship over that of a
gravity model.
The gravity model may be more suited to
static landlines than mobile phones. The simplicity
of the model does not take into account the highly
mobile nature of the Irish population. This is
probably exacerbated by the relatively small size of
the Republic. This small size facilitates people
working/studying in one area during the week while
maintaining strong links to their place of origin.
The gravity model was found to be only
helpful when dealing with large population centres of
more than 50,000 inhabitants. As the Republic of
Ireland only has five cities with a population of
50,000 inhabitants or more, it is deemed a poor
choice for modelling interurban communication
between the country’s smaller urban centres.
In future interurban work, smaller
population centres should be amalgamated into
larger groups or a more sophisticated model should
be employed.
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